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1. 
10 ASEISMIC DESIGN OF ELASTIC STRUCTURES FOUNDED ON FIRM GROUND 
by 
Lo E .. Goodman, Eo Rosenblueth, and No M. Newmark 
SYNOPSIS 
A rational bs.sis for the design of earthquake-
resistant structures is developed., Structures designed on 
this basis will have uniform strength in the sense that each 
element will have an equal probability o~ successfully with-
standing strong-motion earthquakes of the general type re-
corded by the Uo SIlO Coast and Geodetic Survey on the North 
American continent 0 The theory is based on inferences drawn 
~rom accelerograms ~f strong~otion earthquakes and on the 
theory of probabilityo While the general method of approach 
is capable of wider extension, conclusions of the present 
study are limited to structures whose behavior is elastic 
and which are rounded on ground of stiffness comparable to 
that of sites at \;hich reliable earthquake accelerograms 
have been recordedo 
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1110 INTRODUCTION 
There is an important branch of engineering seis-
mology concerned with the ana.lysis of structures subj ected 
to earth tremors 0 In recent years impetus has been given to 
this work by the availability of reliable accelerograms of 
some fourteen strong-motion earthquakes recorded by the Uo S. 
Coast and Geodetic Surveyo The complexity of the recorded 
ground motions, however, has been a handicap to analysis and 
(even more) to designo Details of future ground motions can 
hardly be anticipated by the designero Progress in analysis 
has leaned heavily on the construction by means of the 
torsion pendulum (1)1 or digital computing machinery (2) of 
iresponse spectrums' giving the maximum response (stress, 
velocity, or displacement) of a single-degree-of-freedom 
structure as a function of its nat~~l periodo More or less 
idealized spectrum diagrams have been proposed as a basis for 
structural design (3, 4)0 
An entirely different approach to the design 
problem is suggested by the discovery of Go Wo Hausner, 
(5) that, so far as their effects on structures are concern-
ed, destructive earthquakes may be regarded as successions 
of per-fectly random motions'o . Reference here is to local 
effects at surface sites near the epicenter and not to 
1 Numbers in parentheses, unless otherwise identified, refer 
to the Bibliography at the end of the papero 
.... 
disturbances recorded seismographically after having been 
propagated over long distancesQ The latter have, of coursey 
been studied extensivelyo Local effects, on the other hand, 
determine whether a given structure will or will not failo 
They are influenced in a complex way by local geological and 
topographical conditions 0 The discovery that :r:erfectly 
random pulse sequences produce spectrums Which do not differ 
significantly from those of recorded accelerograms opens the 
way to a systematic analysis of the probable effects of such 
motions on structurese 
The chief advantage of the approach advanced here 
lies in its ability to establish a basis for design in yhich 
every part of a structure will have an equal probability of 
successfully withstanding ground motiono 2 What that probab-
ility ought to be - or in other "Words, the intensity of 
earthquake for which a structure should be designed - is a 
question the anSwer to which will always depend upon engineer-
ing judgment based on accumulated experience of seismic 
destructiveness in various regions of the world, and on the 
importance of structural integrity to public safety, as well 
as on economic considerationso In this respect aseismic 
design resembles the design of dams to resist flood 
contingencies 0 The present approach based on the theory of 
probability also makes possible the prediction, in a stati-
stical sense~ of the relative magnitudes of earthquake effects 
in different existing structures and in different parts of any 
2 Uniform=Safety design has also been advanced in a manuscript wAnaly-
sis of Seismic Forces" 19509 by Go Wo Housnero 
.• \ ... 'J., .• _.:;' ___ :' 
one structureo 
Consideration has been limited in the present work 
to st~ctures whose behavior can be idealized as elastic or 
which are subject to viscous dampingo Conclusions presented 
are applicable only to structures that rest on formations 
having a considerable stiffness, comparable to that of the 
ground where reliable accelerograms have been recorded. While 
the method of analysis ha~been extended to structures rest-
ing on soft formations, the somewhat different response of 
such structures and the additional assumptions which are re-
quired indicate the desirability of a separate treatment. 
5. 
IV. STRUCTURAL RESPONSES 
For convenience of reference certain relationships 
o~ use in connection with the motion of structures are stated 
in this sectiono Developments of the theorems are available 
in texts dealing with the theory of structural vibrations (6, 
Figure 1 is a schematic representation of any 
linearly elastic structure ~ving a single degree of:,~freedomo 
If the system starts ~rom rest at time j;~o and the support 
undergoes a motion 7--a (t:.), the displacement, ;t , o£ the mass 
relative to the support is , at time t , 
6. 
(1) 
Here superscript dots indicate differentiations with respect 
to to 
):5 = absolute displacement of the mass 
f ~ jklm = natural (circular) frequency of system 
J< = static force required to produce unit relative displace-
ment of· the mass and its support 
In = mass of system 
The natural period of the system is 
The dimensional units in Which these quantities are measured 
must, of course, be mutually consistento In the EngliSh 
system of units, for example, ~.s) '}!;CJ- and Z 'Would be measured 
in inches, P in radians per second, k in lbe per foot, f/1, in 
lbo sec2 per inch~ i8 in inches per second per second, t and 
T in seconds 0 The dummy variable Z. , which disappears on 
integration, stands for timeo 
Equation (1) can be used for a study of actual 
structures if the effects of damping~ ground couplingS' and 
higher modes of vibration can be neglectedo Under these 
circumstances the support in Figo 1 represents the foundation 
of the structure, the spring represents a group of flexible 
elements and the concentrated mass stands for the mass of the 
structure and of the loads which it supportso 
Ideal elastic systems having a single degree of 
freedom and no energy losses are referred to as simple struct-
(la) 
.. "~~ 
j 
-1 
8. 
ures throughout this analysis 0 
Engineers are agreed that in general several modes 
of vibration of structures are transiently excited by earth-
quakes (8) 0 To take account of additional degrees of freedom, 
the natural modes can be treated separately as individual 
simple structures 0 Total responses - by which is meant either 
stresses or deformations at any point - are, at any given time, 
the algebraic sums of those associated with the several natural 
modes consideredo For example, the displacement Z, relative 
to the ground , at any point of a structure, can be computed by 
means of the expression 
~ -a'fA; % = /-J _p.2 ;i~(Z)~rt·(t-z:)d(; 
z =/ 2. 0 
where N = the number of degrees of freedom of the structure = 
number of modes consideredo 
Pi = natural (circular) frequency of the i)tb mode 
~i is a dimensionless number, the excitation coefficient 
of the mode 
IV 
and the symbol ~ indicates that the sum of terms of this kind 
1,=1 
for all the modes i::./)2;,,·lIit to be taken o This equation can 
be iNTi tten in the form 
t: 
Z = j ;i~ (L:) rp ( t - T) d z: 
o 
where ~ is a convenient shorthand symbol for the sum of a number 
of sine functions 
-ai (3a) 
I t may be noted tba t the fir st part of the integrand of Equation 
(J) :it ' involves only the nature of the ground motion and is 
independent of the structure in question, whereas the second 
part, CI (t-r.) , depends :.only on the properties of the structure 
and not on the particulars of the earthquakee 
The £'unction rp mayor may not be periodic 0 In some 
·9. 
instances, e<>go the shear deformations of tall unif'orm structures, 
.~ .. . 
the frequencies of all higher modes are integral m.ultiples of 
the fundamental frequency o· .In this case 'P is periodic and its 
period is then the same as the fundamental period of the 
structure & 
',When i~ (i)::.() for all values of t greater than, say tl, 
Equation (3) can be yritten 
(3b) 
whereupon, integrating by parts and reca 1 ling that the structure 
starts from rest, one finds, for i ~ t I 
. t' 
2 (I:) :: 7-~ (;t') fJrt-l:.) - [ ilC=) 1r d'C 
Setting ig(f.~:J and letting if approach zero, one can see that 
the displacement response ~ (I:.) to an instantaneous unit 
increment in ground velocity occurring at t:o is numerically 
identical vr.ith C/ff)o Sudden changes of ground velocity will be 
referred to as acceleration pulsese 
Stresses and bending moments, as well as structural 
deformations, can be obtained, in the usual way in which dis-
placements and stresses are related, in terms of linear 
(30) 
- '7":.:.~",. "_ .~.:.-:( ... , 
- .': ~~~~~~~~.; 
10. 
combinations of displacements measured relative to the ground. 
Expressions similar to Equation (3) can be established for any 
o~ these types of response or for their first derivatives with 
respect to timeo The functions ~ which appear in these ex-
pressions will, of course j differ for different kinds of responseo 
Similar relationships can be derived for systems 
subject to viscous dampingo For example, the function f govern-
ing relative displacement in a structure having a single degree 
o~ freedom is, under these conditions 
_ / -c(,t -~) 
pi e sin;f/(t-r:) 
where 
? I:::. v( klrm) - C2 
and the damping force is 2?nJo Expressions of the form of 
Equation (3) also hold for elastic structures coupled to the 
ground, provided the ground can be treated as an elastic body 
(which may have internal viscous damping)~ 
In all cases the amount that any individual 
acceleration pulse, ~ cit" contributes to the relative dis-
placement,X(t) , is independent of the remainder of the 
ground motiono For a ground motion consisting of a sequence 
of such pulses, ~(t) can therefore be obtained by adding the 
products of all the pulses multiplied by a function~ whose 
value is independent of the ground motiono The conclusion 
follows from Equation (3) and it is true also as regards 
stresses, bending moments~ and shears in the general types of 
structure under considerationo 
(3d) 
(3e) 
·J2:. 
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FIGo 1 
:~ 
v 0 RESPONSE OF STRUCTURES TO IDEALLY RANDOM GROUND MOTIONS 
A) PREDICTION OF RESPONSE AT ANY TIME 
As a firs t approximation to true earthquakes we 
consider motions consisting of random arrays of concentrated 
acce.lera tion pulses 0 There are a number of aspects of the 
pulses which may be made random o Many of these different TN8.ys 
of specifYing random pulses lead to substantially the same 
final results and at least one of them has been studied 
previously (9) Q In view of the fact that the final velocity 
of the ground after an earthquake is zero, it is reasonable to 
idealize earthquake motions as sets of pulses selected subject 
to the condition that their sum be zeroo The pulses are taken 
to be distributed in time in a random order, either at closely 
and uniformly spaced intervals 1 or at randomly spaced instants 
of timeo In either ,case the number of pulses is large and the 
magnitude of the largest pulse is small in comparison with the 
sum of the absolute magnitudes of all the pulses~ This appears 
to be true for all reliable strong-motion accelerograms of 
destructive earthquakeso Therefore, the probability theory· of 
large numbers may be applied to structures affected by them 
without introducing excessive errors o 
Displacements relative to the ground are given by 
Equation (3)0 Therefore, when the ground motion consists of 
a series of pulses of magnitude 
j iC.+ t U- i = '4 (c) de. ) 
;t, -~ 
'Z 
120 
1.3. 
the relative displacement at timet is 
;t =: 'Z Cf (1: -ii) Ui (4a) 
i 
Heret, denotes the instant at which the pulse~. occurSo The 
~ t 
theorem follows from Equation (3c) and the linear relationship 
between static forces and displacements assumed to be valid 
for the class of structures under discussiono 
All individual terms of the type C/ (t-if.) u..i are 
small in comparison wi th ~ I CP(:t'-;ti) ud 0 3 If the fundamental 
1. 
period of the structure is small compared Id th t , ever:! such 
element has practically rand~ si&n. The elements CP(;t-ti) u..i 
can be likened to the random errors which 'arise in a series of 
independent measurements e The response Z "Would, correspond to 
the sum of a large number of such errorso 
According to the theory of probability (10,11), the 
probability distribution of a quantityZ determined by a series 
of random events is given by 
Z2-jZL e - 20-2 P (t, ) ~2) - d~ -
rr /2 Ii ;;:" 
where p (~I /X 2 ) is the probability that ~ lies bet-rleen the 
values X I and ZZand r:r is the standard deviation of values 
of ~from the mean. In this case the mean is zero; motions in 
either ,direction being equally probable. The quantity a- is a 
measure of the dispersion or variability of the quantity ~ 
from its mean ValU80 
3 Vertical lines indicate that the quantity enclosed is to be 
taken as positive, only its magnitude being of interest, 
eogo 1-31;;; 30 . 
(5) 
e, 
From a structural viewpoint9 however, one is more 
interested in the average value of'/x-1 resulting f'rom a very 
large number of determinations of ~ e This quantity is des-
ignated as the .8e xpected i value of I~I) E I~lj) In a simjlar 
way we may also think of the expected value of ~2.) E (~2) 0 
'1lriS-~"St is related to the standard deviation, \f" 0 
(j2:- E (X2) . 
It can also be shown (12,13) that 
00 
_. ;t2 
E.eX) = J z e ro=-r d;z VV 2 7i 
-ca 
2 because the integral is equal to U 0 And in view of Equations 
-(5a) and (5d) 
A quantity which is the product of independent 
variables can be shown to have an expected value equal to the 
(5a) 
(5.c) 
(5d) 
(6) 
product of the expected values of the individual variables (14)0 
Since the acceleration pulses that constitute the motions 
under examination are independent of ct, Equa. tion (3) and 
(4) imply 
The number of pulses which have occurred at time ~ is in-
dependent of u.. i 0 Denoting this number by Nt, a further 
separation of variables is possible, yielding 
If there are a great many of these pulses, or if they occur 
a t randomly spaced instants, one·· can wi te 
E (tpl) -= -' (cp2( 1. -z) J...r; 
t '/0 
It follows from Equations (6) and (7) that 
E\~I ~[2E~~E(U2) 1~Yt-Z)d2:JY2 
This formula expresses the expected magnitude of the" dis-
placement as a function of time o 
The quantity 2E(Nt ) EtU.1)/1i does not depend on the 
structure but on the nature of the earthquake motiono This 
quantity may be denoted by the symbol K 2.0 Equa tion (9) then 
becomes 
(7) 
(7a) 
(8) 
(9a) 
• .:;,7.' 
The term k'it appearing in Equation (9a) may be seen to be 
directly related to the average number of pulses occurring 
in time t., Since the pulses "li occur at closely spaced in-
stants, this average number is rela ti vely constant and in-
dependent of time t 0 Therefore, the factor K.lt appearing 
in Equation (9a) is dependent solely on the magnitudes 
'. .. 
o:f pulses that comprise the motion. It! can be evaluated, 
for example, by computing the responses of a structure sub-
jected to a number of motions consisting of a set of acceler~ 
ation pulses rearranged in different orders and then taking 
the average of the Glightly) different responses. 
In particular, if the structure is such that the 
function rp is periodic and its period, T , is small compared 
witb tbe times 1: in which we are interested, Equation (9a) 
can be put in the form 
E I tl = [ ~ 2. {Tcp2.(I;) 01 z: ] Yz 
The value of the expected magnitude of displacement 
! 
is useful in establishing a basis for a uniformly safe designo 
Knowledge of the de via tion from the i1expected- value which may 
be anticipated is also useful in this connection;as well as for 
comparing the effects of random motions with those of true 
strong-motion earthquakeso The dispersion (squared standard 
deviation) ofJ~ can be obtained by means of the relation-
i i 
.. ~ 
17. 
ship (15) 
(10) 
From Equation (6) it follows that 
(11) 
(lla) 
Up to this point the structural response - primarily 
the expected magnitude of the displacement -- bas been considered 
as a function of time. That is, formulas such as Equations 
(7,8,9) refer to the response at a specified instant. These 
quantities are of no interest in themselves for design purposes. 
What is wanted is the probable maximum numerical value reached 
by these responseso The-determination of these maxjma is 
treated in the following sectiono 
B) MAXIMUM RESPONSE 
At present no completely general solution is available 
for calculating the value of maximum response as a function of 
90 0 Approximate conclusions are developed here for ~ functions 
which characterize two classes of structureso Qualitative 
conclusions are reached for other cases. 
in two operationso The first consists in dividing the time 
interval between the first and the last acceleration pulse 
into portions of duration T , the period of ~ , -- at most 
the last portion need have a duration different from ~ --
then finding the response at all division points and seleet-
ing the maximum numerical value 0 This maximum may be 
denoted by ~ \t;l.. The ratio E (~ I ~T I) IE \X.(5)! whel."e 
~(S) is the response that occurs at the end of the ground 
motion, t -;: t s ' is designated by the symbol Cj e 
C I 
E(~ \'tTl) 
E I X (5) I 
The second operation consists in introducing a 
phase shift, say e , smaller than T and then selecting that 
value of e which maximizes ~ ~~TI.. The largest ~ Ix,.\, 
found in this operation is evidently the absolute maximum, 
~ I~I, of response to the,motion. For simplicity it will 
be designated by the symbol X ~ We further define the 
symbols C2. and C by Equations (13) and (14) 
E (X) 
Eex) 
E \ ~(s) \ 
18. 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
As noted in the Introduction, a graph giving values 
of X as ordinates vSo the period-r as abscissa can be 
designated a 'displacement spectrum'. Instead of plotting 
values of ~ I~\ as ordinates, one can plot ~ \ ~I 0 The 
resulting graph is known as a tvelocity spectrumto It can be 
shown that the ordina tes in a graph of pX vs" T have the 
same probability distributions as thos~ in a velocity spectrumo 
This relationship is useful in studying the characteristics 
of destructive earthquakes since the important character-
displacement spectra" 
When 1lf'1 has a period T /2, or is synnnetric at 
intervals of T /2, the first operation may consist of divid-
ing the earthquake dura tion ~ into intervals of duration T 12. 
instead of T" Under these circumstances the phase shift e 
introduced in the second step need only vary between zero and 
T /2 0 This is the ~se for the sinusoidal and square-wave 
functions ~ considered belowo 
The quantltyC, can be determined by reference to 
the theory of probabilityo It is analogous to the probable 
maximum amount held by a player in a game of chance at any 
one of a number of instants during the game , divided by his 
probable final holdingso Proceeding along the lines suggested 
by the theory it is possible to show that for structural 
190 
periods small compared with the duration of the temblor (T«S) C, 
is nearly constant 9 independent of f and equal to nlZ 0 The 
:'f 
dispersion of ~ Il;TI is found to be O'17LE(~llT\~1.. 
The value of Cz can be calculated for sinusoidal 
functions f by means of a simple trigonometric transformation. 
Equation (1) can be put in the form (16, 17) 
~ ~ +[[[~l~)~PC dcJ~U~(~)caspC;J~2}~(ft~) (15) 
in which 0( is a phase anglee If £~ is assumed to be zero in 
the interval from t to t T 112, the maximum X d~ing this 
interval is obtained when ~ (fi -ex):= / e When the period of 
the structure is small compared with the duration of the temblor 
(T« 5) j neglect of the acceleration pulses falling within 
anyone interval of durationT/Z does not introduce appreciable 
error 0 Confining attention to a single interval it can be 
seen that c.,.. is very nearly equal to the ratio between the ex-
and the value computed from Equation (9a)o 
From Equation (6) 
and from Equation (15a) 
(15a) 
[1%[ = t [ ~2 (~~ ~F~~C +l~~pt d~)l/2 (100) 
k 
- -f 
- : .... {(. 
The denominator as obtained from Equation (9c) is 
Taking the ratio of the expressions (16a.) and (16b) we have 
whence 
In connection with tall buildings of relatively 
uniform cross, section, functions4? having a square-wave shape' 
are of special interest (Fig 0 2a)o For these ~ functions a 
somewhat greater value of C~ is found than in the case of 
sinusoidal P functions 0 Therefore, in this case C
J
; C'2. -= rr / z 
and C ~ JiY4 = 2,47 
Another ~ function which occurs in the analysis of 
tall buildings is shoYn in Fig 0 (2b). It coincides with a 
square-wave over some range, say t" of its period, and is 
equal to zero elsewhere 0 Although in this case C, is still 
approximately equal to ii/2J C2 may be considerably greater than 
in the case of the functions previously consideredo The 
difference in C2 is caused by the fact that, r; being zero 
part of the time, certain pulses affect the.11- while others 
21. 
(16b) 
(17) 
(18) 
do noto The phase shift e , which is greater than t, , may 
introduce sets of pulses which had not previously entered the 
computa tiono The sharper the function 'f ' the more pronounced 
will be the effect of the phase shift opera tiono In other 
words, C1.. and hence C increase as the interval of time during 
which f differs from z~o decreaseso 
The estimates ofC ~ and hence of the ratio of the 
probable absolute maximum displacement or stress to the 
probable final displacement or stress, derived from theoretical 
considerations based on the theory of probability have been 
confirmed by empir-ic.al studies 0 For this purpose a number of 
motions having pulses of random sign were constructedo The 
results of these studies were in good agreement with the con-
elusions presented in the previous part of this sectiono How-
ever, to interpret the results of this and other investigations 
of a like nature it is neces~ to take account of the limited 
number of acceleration pulses employedo It is generally im-
practical to investigate fictitious motions having a large 
number of acceleration pulses; the computational labor is too 
220 
great, even for a structure of only moderate complexity 0 Values 
of C, :; C2.9 and therefore C j determined in this ~-ray are and 
ought to be slightly lower than the predicted values given 
above which are based on a theory which presumes a very large 
number of closely spaced pulses 0 Actually, wi thin a consider-
able range of moderately large numbers of pulses, C" was found 
, ..... ."..;.~ 
.... ~ 
.Ja;. 
to be approximately 1041 for both sine and square-wave sP 
functions as compared with the theoretical estimate of 1057 in 
both these cases 0 The ratio Cz. was a.+so found to be about 1041 
as compared with theoretical estimates of Ii in the case of 
sine-wave and a slightly greater value in the case of square-
wave functions 0 The value of C found in this way was 2 0 00 
for both cases as compared with estimates of 2022 and a some-
what greater valueo The check on the estimates of maximum 
response obtained in this way appears to be satisfactoryo 
It should be remembered that what are being obtained are 
essentially estimates of the probable maximum response and it 
must not be expected that these will agree precisely with 
calculations based on a particular motion or motionso 
• 
The dispersion of X in the case of sinusoidal function 
is of some interest in connection with comparisons of structural 
effects of true earthquakes with those predicted by possible 
'substitute' motions, including the class examined hereino Since 
a complete analytical solution is not available, the dispersion 
was investigated by computing the response of a structure having 
a sinusoidal cP function (cp::. -p~pt) to motions of the type show 
in Figo 30 This motion consists of 48 unit pulses, equally 
spaced at intervals of 0025 seco~ and having random signo Res-
ponses to this motion were calculated by means of a graphical 
procedure (18)0 The maximum numerical values of these responses 
. (?X and X spectra) are shown in Fig 0 40 The dispersion was found 
l( '.2 ~ ~ -1, -to be cr p X ) = (},043t X where X is the average value of X for 
all periods of structure investigatedo 
'P(t) t 
T 
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VI 0 RESPONSE OF STRUCTURES TO TRUE EARTHQUAKES 
The random motions treated in the foregoing 
sections differ from true earthquakes in several respectso 
The principal differences are considered belovo 
(A) In reality acceleration pulses cannot be 
:instantaneous 0 This wuld imply accelerations of infinite 
magnitude lasting for infinitesimal intervals of time o Act-
ually ground accelerations are finite as are also therdurations 
of seismic waves o A method of correcting the computed ex-
pected spectrum ordinates t~ aeeount for this effect is 
presented in the next sectiono It may be said here that the 
correction is not large, in general o 
(B) The various kinds of seismic waves have 
different velocitieso This situation gives rise to three 
distinct phases or segments in recorded accelerogramso The 
first or f primary I phase contains the Waves of shortest 
period 0 The secondary phase includes the waves having the 
largest average amplitudeo Finally the tertiary or standing-
w~ve phase includes the ground motions ha~ng the longest 
period and smallest average amplitude of seismic waveso As an 
approximation to the variation of seismic intensity ~~th time, 
it is reasonable to assume a sequence of three regimes each 
having uniform intensity, as shown schematically in Figo 50 
A quantity 1Jhich is the sum of variables having a 
Gaussian probability distribution with respect to time will 
itself have a Gaussian distribution with respect to time e Gon-
clusions drawn in previous sections referring to responses at 
specified instants have been inferred from the Gaussian dist-
ribution of these responseso Since the contribution of anyone 
phase to the total structural response has this distribution, 
these conclusions are not affected by the existence of distinct 
phases 0 
(c) The accelerograms of strong~otion earthquakes 
published by the Uo So Coast and Geodetic Survey indicate that 
in destructive earthquakes the ground accelera tioD oscillates 
rapidly from positive to negative valueso If ground motions 
yere truly random, one would be entitled to expect intervals 
of single-signed pulseso The perfectly random motion theory 
is therefore not completely justified even within each phase 
of an earthquakeo The importance of this and other departures 
,.' I" 
from perfect randomness, as they affect structural responses, 
. .. 
can be assessed by comparing predicted with calculated struct-
urai responses in actual earthquakes. 
The ten velocity spectra studied by Go Wo Housner 
(~9) have been selected for comparison with the spectra pre-
dicted by the foregoing random motion theoryo According to 
Equation (16b), for simple structures, 
t..(x) = E \ 1:(5)\ C, C2 ~ C,Cz P 
It follows tba. t fa E(X) and consequently E(X) ought to show no 
consistent variation with T , at least so long asT/Sis small 0 
This is indeed the case for the spectra of actual earthquakeso 
(19) 
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Furthermore, if the ten spectra computed qy Housner, from actual 
earthquake accelerograms are averaged, the mean is very nearly 
a horizontal line within the range of structural periods for 
which the .spectra have been obtained (approximately: O~2 to 300 
seconds) 0 This average should exhibit, approximately, the 
characteristics of the expected or probable spectrum ordinateso 
The agreement between spectra of act1lal earthquakes and Jexpect-
ed t spectra generated by random motions is very satisfactory 0 
On the other hand, the dispersions in velocity 
spectrums of actual earthquakes have been found to be approx~ 
Q. -:;., 'l-'Z. imate~y Oo1251J X , compared with a value of 00043 P X 
for purely random motions, as discussed in the previous sectiono 
Figure 6 shows the way in which the relative dispersionj) 
cr2 (p'J.X2.) / E (p"'X'l) ,varies with the sharpness of the 
variation in X (or in cP ~ or in the product C;Cz)_o The compar-
ison between responses to actual recorded earthquakes and to 
random acceleration pulses has indicated a good agreement in ex-
pected responses, but a discrepancy in expected deviations from 
the average Q From this it seems justified to conclude that the 
expected responses at specified instants are practically unaffec~ 
ed by the- lack- o£ perfect randomnes s in actual earthquakes ~ but 
that this lack does have an influence on the ratio C , tending 
to reduce ito Since any increase in C is attributable to the 
possibility of selecting between independent sets of pulses, it 
may be concluded that C is actually more nearly a constant for 
true earthquakes than it is when the pulses have perfect random-
nesso 
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·VIIo CORRECTION FOR FINITE WAVE DURATION 
The velocity spectra o~ true earthquakes computed 
by Go Wo Housner (19) permit an estimate of the effect that 
the finite duration of seismic waves has upon structural 
responses 0 From what has been said about the agreement be-
tween these computa. tions and the spectra predicted by a random 
motion theory employing infinitely sharp pulses, it may be 
concluded that the ef.fect, in the ease of simple structures, 
is negligible, at least down to natural structural periods 
of 002 secs~ Below this natural period there is not sufficient 
information available to permit definite conclusionso Such 
small fundamental periods, however, are not of much structural 
interest 0 In the case of structures w.hich are not simple it 
is of some interest to correct for the effect of fim. te dur-
ation of seismic waveSo 
It has been suggested (20) that, as an approx-
imation to true earthquakes, concentr~ted pulses be replaced 
by half-sine waves" The general .appearance of accelerograms 
discloses important deviations from sinusoidal shapeo For this 
reason other wave shapes such as square and triangular have 
been investigated" In this way it has been possible to assess 
the importance of the wave shape as well as the durationo 
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The effect of changing concentrated pulses into finite 
pulses can be taken into account by replacing the function cp 
with a .. ~corrected~ function cfJc 0 The latter must be such that 
the effects of a concentrated pulse on a structure character-
ized by the function ~ are the same as the effects of a 
finite pulse on the structure characterized by cp.. The area 
under the finite pulse acceleration-time graph must, of course, 
be equal to the magnitude of the instantaneous pulse 0 
In accordance with the foregoing specification, the 
corrected function for half-sine waves of duration ;to 
f..1-g. = ft.clYS (7f i:/ i:D ) fur- -t.! 2 < t < t. /2 ) is 
-I- t,)1.. 
= 8.1 cp (i--c)CLr5 fo (:; dz ) 
2 ~ 111 
-"-01 .. 
-where fo :: Ii /;Co is the circular frequency of the seismic 
-wave 0 For simple structures, cp is also sinusoidal and 
Equation (20) reduces to 
CffS [(1i/2)( fiFe) 
I - (Pi 1'0)1. 
Consequently, if Xodenotes the uncorrected maximum relative 
displacement of a simple structure, 
U75 [(~/2X f lEo)] 
t - Cr I fo ) '2. 
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(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
Proceeding in a like manner for triangular shaped waves~ 
Similarly~ square-shaped waves give~ for simple 
structures 
The principal error associated with Equations (22~ 
23, 24) arises from the tacit assumption that ~ is a constant o 
Alternatively, a frequency distribution of to such as that 
shown in Figo 7 could be investigated. In this figure ;t~ 
represents the duration of any seismic wave, the ordinates 
F are proportional to the corresponding amplitudes multiplied 
by the number of times' that a wave of duration t~ occurs be-
fore the maximum. response takes place, and t~ is now the weight-
ed average of to J , using the ordinate s f as weighting factors 0 
Since, for anyr~ , the response at a specified instant,\~(t)l, 
has a Gaussian probability distribution, the square of E. t:x:.\ 
is proportional to E(~~)o Therefore, in the case of variable 
.t~) EI1c/is equal to the square root of the weighted average of 
, 
the squares of Elk.\ that correspond to each 1::.0 0 The weighting 
factors are again the ordinates f in the frequency curve e 
As will be seen subsequently, it is justifiable to 
assume that E(X) is proportional to E. (~) 0 Therefore the square. 
of the ratio E.(X')/E(xo) can be ob~ined by averaging the 
squares of the ratios given by Equation (22) and using as 
weighting factors the ordinates in Figo 70 
In Fig 0 8 is show the value of E. (x) / E. (Xo ) as a 
function of the ratio of the period of the structure to the 
duration of seismic -waves)) T / to 0 Curves have been plotted 
(24) 
ror half sine-wave, triangular-shaped, and square-wave pulses 
of constant duration as well as for half sine-wave pulses having 
a distribution o:f durations as shown in Figo 7 0 For structures 
having a fundamental period greater than six times the duration 
o:f the seismic wave the ratio between corrected and uncorrected 
expected max:imum responses is practically uni ty:for all the 
wave shapes investigatedo 
Judging from published strong-motion accelerograms 
and velocity spectra a reasonable design value of t D ., would lie 
between 0.005 and GolO sec o Tne former v-alue fs' eonservc:a.tive 
and may be adopted in the absence of accurate co~putations based 
on measured accelerogramso Preferablyioshould be deduced from 
the ordinates of velocity spectra within the range 0 - 0020 
sec." when these are available. The value of to to be used in 
design can then be obtained by adjusting the time scale in Figo 8 
so as to get the best possible agreement with average spectrao 
As may be inferred from Figo 8, the wave shape select-
ed for this purpose is not critical., If the time scales of the 
curves of Fig9 8 are properly adjusted, all the curves can be 
made to agree within three percent with the one corresponding 
to half-sine waves of constant duration down to natural periods 
T:. to, or about 005 sec., Shorter natural periods have 
little structural significanceo The assumption of half-sine 
wave shapes of constant duration is satisfactory for practical 
applications 0 
. .;;;;.. 
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VIIIo APPLICATION TO DESIGN 
From the point o£ view of the designext~ interest 
centers in the displacements or forces which the structure under 
consideration must withstando For the present, the point of view 
adopted is that of design for certain displacements, but if the 
structure behaves elastically, displacements and stresses are 
proportional and can be converted to equivalent static forces. 
Denoting by X D the displacement which a point of the structure 
should be designed to withstand, it follows from Equations (9) 
and (9a) that ~ is given by the right-hand sides of these 
equations when t is chosen so as to make these terms as large 
as possibleo That is, 
The corrected function, tft' is used in place of cP 
to take account of the finite duration of seismic waveso This 
function is defined in terms of t(J by Equation (22) 0 When c.p 
(and hence S£) is I=eriodic and, as is often the case, the 
fundamental period T is small compared with the duration of the 
earthquake, the criterion expressed by Equation (25) can be 
written in a simpler form o Following Equation (9c) 
• 
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Here K is defined as in Equation (9b) 
(71) 
The quantity K (fto per seco) is a measure of the earth-
quake intensi tyo It can and should be determined from accelero-
gram records of strong~otion earthquakes such as those obtained 
by the Uo So Coast and Geodetic Surveyo 
It may be noted that the function cP depends upon the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structureo In practice 
this means that the pre] i m; nary design must be carried to a point 
at which the frequencies of the structure can be estimated before 
the design deflections, Xl>, are determinedo This awkwardness is 
cammon to structural design in general 0 Even a simple truss sub-
jected to static loads cannot be designed until its dead weight 
is knoWIlo This information in turn can be obtained only from a 
preliminary design, or fram_the examination of simjlar structureso 
It is, of course 9 to be understood that in designing 
f'or the displacement Xl) or for the corresponding equivalent 
static forces~ a factor of safety appropriate to the uncertainty 
in material properties and static loadings is to be included o In 
addi tion, the earthquake intensity factor ~ K, ought also to 
contain a further factor of safety 0 As noted in the Introduction9 
the intensity of earthquake for which a structure should be 
designed is dependent upon the seismic record of its site~ the 
public importance of the structure~ and on economic considerationso 
,-,:,' 
When this choice has been made~ however, design by means of 
Equa tions (25) and (26) insures a uniform strength in the sense 
that no J;art of the structure is overdesigned or underdesignedo 
All have an equal probability of successfully resisting ground 
motiono By selecting a design intensity~ K , corresponding to 
an intense temblor that probability may be made very high • 
. The sine functions who se sum gives the cO; of. E9-ua tion 
(26) may be regarded as the Fpurier expansion of 'Pc 0 The 
integrals of the products of different terms cancel over an 
interval T 0 Equation (27) can there;fore be written in the 
LOrro. 
'l 
where Xpi denotes the square of the ~e,s?-gn displacement that 
the point under consideration would have, with respect to the 
ground, if the structure vibrated in the i th mode aloneo The 
N s~bol ~ indicates that these quantities are to be summed :for 
all of the modes o:f the structure Which are to be consideredo 
Equations (26) and (28) are applicable to structures 
whose fundamental periods are short compared with the earth-
quake durationo Although this restriction still includes the 
majority of structural cases~ the use of these equations when 
T is large or cp is markedly aperiodic may result in error on 
(28) 
the unsafe sideo In this case, Equation (25) must be usedo The 
use of this equation is somewhat hampered by the present lack o:f 
quantitative data on the time-variation of E(u?-) which enters in-
\/'" , 
to K 0 ~t is possible, however, to find an upper limit for the 
design responseo As was noted~ Figo 5 constitutes a good approx-
imation to the variation of ,E(U1)'With timeo It is conservative 
to neglect the first and third phases of earthquakes and to 
assume a constant intensity for the secondary phase which is 
most severeo This assumption tends to predict proportionately 
greater responses for structures in which Tis is largeo If the 
duration of the secondary phase in destructive earthquakes is 
designated t2 ~ these simplifica tions give as an estimate for 
design purposes ~ 
where -t, in seconds, is selected so as to maximize the radical o 
Equations (25~ 26~ 28, 29) have been derived fram 
Equation (1) ror displacements relative to the groundo Since 
expressions similar to Equation (1) can be established for 
stresses, bending moments~ and equivalent statical forces, it 
is clear that the design values of these types of response can 
Ce obtained from Equations (25, 26~ 28 j 29) Qy substituting the 
response in question for X~o It is~ of course~ necessary to 
substi tute the corresponding fc. in the right hand members 0 
4 This duration may be estimated to be 10 sec o 
!XO CONCLUSIONS 
The present work ~s led to a basis for the design 
of earthquake-resistant structureso The s~ope of the material 
developed here is limited to cases in which the design 
distortions are small enough so that the behavior of the 
structure is essentially elastic and to structures founded on 
firm ground 0 The structures may have any number o:f degrees 
of' freedomo Both structure and ground may have internal 
viscous dampingo Under these conditions structural responses, 
a t any time t:. , can be obtained from expressions of the form. 
R(t) = Jti~(c) tp{t-r.) dt 
o 
in which the response R can be a displacement relative to the 
ground, a stress, or a bending moment; ~~is the ground motion, 
cp is a. function of the structure, independent of the ground 
motion and equal to the response generated by a sudden unit 
change of groundvelocityo 
Considering the origin and properties of earthquake 
motions it has been concluded that they can be replaced for 
purposes of structural design by nearly random motionso This 
conclusion has been substantiated by comparison of the spectra 
predicted by a random motion theory with those of actual 
destruct1 ve strong-motion earthquakes recorded by the U 0 So 
Coast and Geodetic Surveyo 
(30) 
I 
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~ means of the theory of probabilitY9 a method for 
computing design values of responses has been developedo 
Structures designed to withstand these responses will be of 
uniform strength in the sense that all parts will have equal 
probability of successfully withstanding a.tembloro Different 
parts of a structure will not be relatively over- or under-
designed 0 TJhen the ratio T,$ (T = fundamental period. of structure 'j 
S = earthquake duration) is small~ the design value of 1< is 
(31) 
where ~(fto per seco) is a measure of the earthquake intensity 
and % is given, approximately~ by 
+~ 
c{Jc. (;t) -= .i?z-1 t: rp (f - c ) CbS fo z:. cL [. , (32) 
z 
In this equation to is the average seismic wave duration, and 
The desi~ll value given above for R can be put in the 
form 
in which RDiis the design response associated with the i fth 
na tural mode and N is the number of degrees of freedom of the 
structure 0 
These expressions usually give satisfactory results o 
However)1 when Tis is not small they err on the unsafe sideo An 
(33) 
upper limit to the design value can be computed from the 
expression 
in which t z (=, approxo 10 sec o ) is the duration of the, 
second phase of the earthquake motion and t is selected so 
• 
as to maximize the right hand side. 
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I. N(MENCLATURE 
Symbols conform to accepted usage in engineering and 
mathelll,8.ticso Each is defined in the text where first usedo 
They are collected in this section for the convenience of the 
reader 0 Dimensions of the quantity represented by each symbol 
are given in parentheses ~ using mass, length and time 
as f~damental unitso The order of listing cor~esponds to the 
order in which the symbols appear in the teno 
t 
)::5 = 
)C = 
time (T ) 
motion of the support of a structure during an earth-
quake 0 A function of time 0 (L) 0 
absolute displacement of the mass of a single-de~ee­
of-freedom structure 0 A function of time 0 (L) 0 
relative displacement,.ts -~, for a simple structure~ 
For more complex structures ~ is the displacement of 
any particular point of the structure, usually in a 
horizontal directiono A function of timeo (L) 0 
-h (T-')o r ~ natural (circular) frequency of a simple structure 
t, ~ a dummy variable replacing t as a variable of in-
tegra tion (T) 0 
k = static force required to produce unit relative dis-
placE¥Jlent of mass and support in a simple structure 0 
(M T-L ) 0 
7rt,:; mass of single-de~ee-of-freedom system or equivalent 
mass of simple structure 0 (M) 0 
T :; 2iT /'fO :: f.undamental_.natural period of structureo (T) 0 
p. = natural (circular) frequency of the i'th mode of a 
1 structure (r-l ) 0 
~".' ... '-."-' .. ' ~ _::i --;'':~'':. 
'. :-...... ; ... :;.c·t 
··-<ii 
v 
,¥ 
N ~ number of degrees of freedom of a structure 0 Dimension-
l.eas." 
ai ~ the excitation coefficient of the i ith modeo Dimension-
lesso 
cp ~ structural response £'unction defined by Equation (3a) 0 
A function of time and the physical properties of the 
strnctureo (T ) 
t' <=-= t. a specific value of ,later taken to approach zeroo 
C:;: a constant proportional to the damping force (2 c '»t i) 
of a viscously damped simple structure 0 (T -I ) • 
p' :: /Ck}w.) - , '2 :;; damped (circular) natural f.!equency of 
a viscously damped simple structure", (T '). 
€ = a small increment of time 0 (T) 
Ui ~ magnitude of the i Uth acceleration pulse, defined by 
Equation (4) 0 ( L T-1 ) 0 
P(~I)~l)= probability that X lies between the values '):::\ and X'2,o 
E = I implies certainty 0 Dimensionles so 
(T ) 
a-(x): standard deviation of values of X. from their mean value 0 
Dimensions of ~ are the same as those of X 0 
I e~ected t or mean value of a quanti ty ~ 0 
[(%) has the same dimensions as X 0 
EI~I refers to the mean magnitude of the !absolute' 
value of X. , i080 of ~ taken as positive regard-
less of signo 
number of acceleration pulses occurring in time ~ 0 
Dimensionless 
S :; dura tion of earthquake 0 (1) 
ts ~ time at which gro1ll1d motion effectively ceases o (T) 
C, ~ Dimensionless constant defined by Equation (12)0 
e .:; a phase shifto Dimensionless 0 
::1 .. ' .. ~. .... --:-- .; ........ ~'>~ 
-1 x = ma.x:i.mum value of ~ occurring during a particular 
earthquake (L) 0 
C2 = Dimensionless constant defined by Equation (13) 
c = C, C'2..:: dimensionless ratio of the .Hexpected v 
maximum displacement to the expected final dis-
~ placement of a structnreo 
0( = a phase'angleo 
...... 'l-~ 
,,- a measure of earthquake intensity 
Dimensions ofK are L T -! 
x ... mean value of X for a number of structureso 
~, corrected for the finite duration of seismic 
waves 0 (T) <) • 
to:: duration of seismic wave. (T) 
fo = 'ii Ito = (circular) frequency or seismic wave. (T-1). 
f (t~) = 
same as X :; but for a motion consisting of concen-
trated acceleration pulses as contrasted with a more 
general type of motion 
(variable) duration of seismic waves having a Jnean 
value to (T ) 
amplitude of seismic wave multiplied by number of times 
that a wave of duration t; occurs during an earthquakeo 
displacement Which a particrular element of a structure 
should be de signed to wi ths tand 0 (L) 
displacement for which structure is designed when 
viberating in itth mode onlyo (L)o 
dura tion of secondary phas e of earthquake 0 (T) 
response, i.eo displacement, stress, bending moment, 
or shear .. 
RD = design responsee 
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